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That was Then, This is Now

- 2009 and even 2010, we were just holding steady
- No big changes
- Gradual small improvements
- Big developments
  - WorldCat Local
  - Connexion
  - WorldCat.org
OCLC and WiLS

- WiLS new relationship with OCLC - continues
- 5 courses of OCLC content
  - WiLS covers every other month
    - Borrowing
    - Lending
    - Deflection
    - Custom Holdings
    - Patron Initiated
  - Tentative in-person at MINITEX, Dec. 14 and 15, 2011
  - http://training.oclc.org/training
- OCLC Support
  - Phone number: 800.848.5800
  - Yeah, you can still call us <grin>
The Rate of Change

- Quarterly major installs and updated
- Started last Jan. 2011
- Likely to continue through Jan, 2013
- Changes are happening to:
  - FirstSearch
  - Admin
  - Registry
  - ILL Policies
  - Statistics
Say Goodbye to FirstSearch

- June 2012, gone
  - Beta group starts this fall, ie now
- All into the WMS Platform
- Functionality duplicated ... mostly
- Service Overlap
  - No FirstSearch end of life date yet
  - After switch all development in WMS only
  - The rate of change is likely to be very ambitious
- Another resource space
Say Hello to WMS

- Attend a presentation
  - Do the announcement subscription
  - Matt Goldner or Andrew Pace
  - [http://www.youtube.com/OCLCvideo](http://www.youtube.com/OCLCvideo)
- You can do whatever you have the tabs to do
- It’s in the cloud
  - But all our WRS functions have been in the cloud all along
Atlas and ILLiad

- Once you update to 8.1 you can NOT go back
- Next conference is March 21-23, 2012 at the Virginia Beach Hilton
What’s Really New?

- Article Exchange
- New Lender String Report
- Custom Holders Symbol Searcher
- Longer Admin names
- New ILL work form fields, pubmed and doi
- Email from any status and point in process
- Improvements to not received
- Ingram Book service
- WorldCat Knowledge Base
Demos

- All of the above of course
Ingram ebook Lending

- Ingram Digital to “lend” e-books from a subset of the MyiLibrary collection.
- Lending Symbol IDILL
- 15% of the list price (IFM only payment method accepted)
- 9 day loan period
- Using ALERT to notify borrow that request has been filled and contains a time sensitive link.
- 38,000+ titles from Taylor & Francis and Wiley
WorldCat Knowledge Base

- To Learn Everything ...
  - http://www.oclc.org/knowledgebase/default.htm

- And even more ...
  - http://www.oclc.org/resourcesharing/features/articles/default.htm

- Learn more at upcoming webinars
OCLC Resources

- Web-scale Management Services

- WorldCat Local

- WorldCat Resource Sharing

- WorldCat Resource Sharing - Documentation

- Subscribe to updates
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